Introduction
There has been a continuous rise in the number of immunocompromised patients secondary to the advancement in the treatment of cancer, autoimmune disorders, and an increase in the number of organ/stem cell transplant recipients. In developing nations like India, acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) has also led to an increasing number of immunocompromised patients [1, 2] . Pulmonary infections account for approximately 75% of all pulmonary complications in these patients [3] . Serological and microbiological culture tests are of limited use in many of these cases [4, 5] . A timely diagnosis of these uncommon infections is important for the early initiation of adequate treatment [6, 7] .
Chest radiograph (CXR) is usually the first radiological investigation performed in these patients. Its sensitivity has been shown to range from 20% to 38%, as shown in different studies [8] [9] [10] . High-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) has greater sensitivity and specificity in detecting pulmonary pathologies, as compared to CXR [11] [12] [13] . However, immunocompromised patients are © Pol J Radiol 2020; 85: e53-e61 prone to develop recurrent episodes of infections, thereby requiring repeated CT examinations, which lead to an undesirably high cumulative radiation exposure.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), being radiation free, is emerging as a new diagnostic modality in thoracic imaging. The lung is predominantly composed of air and has a low density of hydrogen protons. Hence, the MR signal generated from the lung parenchyma is poor. Infections result in an increase in the water content within the involved lung parenchyma resulting in bright signal on MRI due to an increase in the proton density. Recent developments in MRI techniques have allowed imaging of lung tissue with better image quality [14] [15] [16] . There are studies on lung MRI that have used HASTE and volumetric interpolated breath-hold examination (VIBE) MR sequences [15, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Other studies have used other MRI sequences like SPAIR, short tau inversion recovery (STIR), and T1-weighted fast field echo (T1-FFE) [23] . There is a need for lung MR sequences that have short acquisition time, better image quality, and minimal artefacts. In this study, we have evaluated the diagnostic accuracy of MRI, using different pulse sequences, in pulmonary infections in immunocompromised adults. Reconstructed HRCT images have been considered as the gold standard.
Material and methods
This prospective study on 35 immunocompromised patients was conducted from January 2016 to May 2017. Approval was obtained from the institute Ethics Committee, and informed written consent was taken from all patients. Inclusion criteria were immunocompromised adults (e.g. patients receiving immunosuppressive therapy, cancer chemotherapy, neutropaenic patients) with persisting fever and clinical suspicion of pulmonary infection, who presented to our department for a CT scan. Exclusion criteria were contraindications to MRI (claustrophobia, potentially magnetic implants, etc.), the time interval of more than 48 hours between MRI and CT scan, and age less than 18 years.
Computed tomography protocol
Non-contrast CT was performed with the patient in a supine position, and sections were taken from lung apices to the domes of diaphragm using a dual-source CT 128 slice scanner -Somatom Definition Flash (Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany)/third-generation 16 slice scanner, CT sensation 16 (Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany)/CT 256 Slice scanner, Philips Brilliance iCT (Philips Healthcare Best, The Netherlands). A helical dataset of the chest was acquired with 10 mm thick sections at 10 mm increment with automatic exposure control. HRCT images were reconstructed from the helical dataset into 1 mm sections at 1 mm increment (reconstruction kernel: B 80f ultrasharp filter for lung window and B 30f medium smooth for mediastinal window) using filter back projection.
Magnetic resonance imaging protocol
All the patients were examined using a 1.5 Tesla MRI unit (MAGNETOM AERA; Siemens Medical Solutions, Malvern, Pa). These patients underwent MR scanning of the thorax from lung apices to the domes of the diaphragm.
The following sequences were utilised: axial HASTE (breath-hold), coronal HASTE (breath-hold), TRUFI (breath-hold), SPAIR (breath-hold), 3D FLASH (breathhold), and BLADE (respiratory triggered). No gadolinium-based contrast agents were administered. MRI examination was completed within five minutes. Imaging parameters are given in Table 1 . 
Image evaluation
All CT scans were evaluated at various workstations after reconstruction (Wizard workstation for CT sensation 16; at Syngo.via workstation for Somatom Definition Flash; at Extended Brilliance Workspace for 256 slice Phillips Brilliance ICT). Monitors with window settings suitable for lung parenchyma (window width 1200 HU; window level -600 HU) and for soft tissue/mediastinum (window width 400 HU; window level 40 HU) were used.
Two experienced chest radiologists evaluated the CT and MRI scans independently. The radiologists were blinded to each other's observations. CT findings were taken as the reference standard. The lungs were evaluated for nodules, consolidation, and ground-glass opacities (GGOs). Nodules were categorised as solitary, few (2-5), and multiple (> 5) and were evaluated for their size, the presence of a halo sign, cavitation, and calcification. Nodule size was measured by taking the largest diameter as seen in the lung window. Nodules were divided into two categories based on their size: < 5 mm and ≥ 5 mm. All MRI sequences and their images were also scrutinised for the above-mentioned findings.
The MR images of each sequence were evaluated for quality, and scoring was performed as follows: 1 -no artefacts; 2 -minimal artefacts; 3 -interpretable but impaired by artefacts; 4 -not interpretable. Ancillary findings such as pleural effusion, lymph nodes, etc. were also reported separately.
Statistical analysis
The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV) of the various MRI sequences were calculated. Concordance and discordance were calculated by the Kappa test. McNemar's test was used to see differences between the two modalities. All the statistical tests were performed at a significance level of α = 0.05 and were two-sided. All statistical analysis was performed using SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 22.0.0, IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA).
Results
The mean age of the included patients was 40.3 years, with 20 males and 15 females. Our study included 15 post-renal transplant patients, five cases of carcinoma ovary on chemotherapy, two patients were human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) positive, three had a history of chronic steroid intake, eight patients were suffering from lymphoma, one had acute myeloid leukaemia (AML), and one was a case of bone marrow transplant on chemotherapy. All CT and MRI scans were done without any complications. A patient-to-patient comparison of the findings of CT and MRI was done. Perfect agreement was observed between the two radiologists.
Computed tomography findings
Nine (25.7%) patients showed areas of consolidations, nine (25.7%) patients showed GGOs, and 14 (40%) patients showed nodules. CT was normal in three patients. In eight patients, other findings like pleural effusion, mediastinal lymphadenopathy, etc. were seen and recorded as ancillary findings.
Magnetic resonance imaging findings
There were no MR images with sufficient artefacts to make them diagnostically unacceptable (score 4) as well as no MR images without any artefacts (score 1). Frequency distribution of score 2 and score 3 for different MRI sequences have been elaborated in Table (Table 2 ). Ten (28.5%) patients showed areas of consolidations, 13 (37.1%) patients showed GGOs, and nine (25.7%) patients showed nodules. MRI was normal in seven patients. In 11 patients, other findings like pleural effusion, mediastinal lymphadenopathy, etc. were seen and recorded as ancillary findings.
Correlation between computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging findings MRI was negative in five patients in whom CT showed findings. Nodules were present in 14 patients on CT and nine patients on MRI. Nodules of size less than 5 mm were present in nine patients on CT and one patient on MRI. Nodules of size more than 5 mm were present in eight patients on CT and eight patients on MRI. Halo sign and cavitating nodule were positive in two patients on CT and three patients on MRI. Consolidation was present in nine patients on CT and 10 patients on MRI. Consolidation with breakdown was seen in two patients on CT and in three patients on MRI. GGOs were seen in nine patients on CT and in 13 patients on MRI (Table 3) . Kappa test revealed moderate agreement between CT and MRI scans for the nodules and GGO detection (κ = 0.48 for (Figures 1-4) .
Analysis of different magnetic resonance pulse sequences
Nodules were detected best on the T2 HASTE axial, SPAIR MR pulse sequences, and least detected on the T2 HASTE COR sequence. Halo sign was seen in T2 HASTE axial, SPAIR, and BLADE sequence. It could not be detected on T2 HASTE COR, TRUFI, and 3D FLASH sequences. TRUFI and BLADE sequences detected cavitating nodule and consolidation with 100% sensitivity. Consolidation with breakdown was seen in all sequences. SPAIR sequence had the highest rate of GGO detection but with the highest false positivity. T2 HASTE axial sequence had sensitivity similar to the SPAIR sequence with a less false-positive rate. GGOs could not be detected on the T2 HASTE COR sequence (Table 4) .
Discussion
The number of immunocompromised patients has risen due to evolving expertise in the clinical management of malignancies and organ transplantation. These patients are at a higher risk of acquiring repeated lung infections and usually present with fever. CT chest is the investigation of choice in these patients for the early diagnosis of lung infection and for the treatment response evaluation. However, it leads to significant radiation exposure to the patient. Despite various measures to minimise radiation exposure in these patients and use of low-dose CT protocols, there remains a radiation exposure hazard due to repeated examinations. Radiation exposure of 10 mSV carries a 1/2000 possibility of the development of fatal cancer during the lifetime of a patient [24] . Hence, there is a strong need for an alternate radiation-free imaging modality that could provide the same information as a CT scan to evaluate these patients for pulmonary infections.
In the present study, we modified MRI sequences to detect the findings with the minimum possible scanning duration. We brought down the total scan duration to 3 minutes 25 seconds, and hence we could achieve 100% feasibility of performing lung MRI.
The overall sensitivity of MRI for detection of lung nodule was 50% in our study. This low sensitivity was probably due to the fact that the majority of the detected nodules were of small size. This is evident from the fact that the sensitivity for the detection of nodules increased from 11.1% to 75% as the size of the nodules increased. This difference can also be attributed to the different thickness of the section used for CT (0.1 cm) and MR imaging (0.5-0.6 cm). This result is in concordance to the previous studies published by Eibel et al. and Ekinci et al. [15, 22] . Most of the previous studies acquired CT images at a 10 mm increment. In our study, a helical dataset of the NCCT chest was acquired, and it was further reconstructed into 1 mm sections at a 1 mm increment, thereby detecting a larger number of smaller nodules than in previous studies. This could also be one of the reasons for less MR sensitivity as compared to previous studies. In this study, the presence of centrilobular nodules and nodules less than 5 mm were missed on MRI. In one patient, miliary nodules were also missed on MRI. MRI was found to be 100 % sensitive with PPV of 66.6% for the detection of halo sign in our study, which is in agreement with the previous study done by Claudia et al. [19] . In one patient halo sign was reported on MRI but not on CT scan, which may be due to blurring artefact on MRI which was misinterpreted as halo sign.
For the detection of the cavitating nodules, MRI was found to be 100% sensitive with PPV of 66.6% in our study. This result is similar to the previous studies done by Claudia et al. and Sodhi et al. but is in contrast to the previous studies done by Eibel et al. [15, [19] [20] [21] . In one patient, a cavitating nodule was seen on MRI but was not present on CT. In this patient, the interval between CT and MR was 36 hours. Probably, due to the longer time interval, cavitation developed in the nodule, which was picked up on MR but was not present at the time of CT acquisition.
The result for the detection of consolidation and consolidation with a breakdown on MRI was similar to the other previous studies with a sensitivity of 100% [20] [21] [22] .
For the detection of GGOs, CT is far better than MRI. In our study, GGOs were detected on MRI with sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV of 77.7%, 76.9%, 53.8%, and 90.9%, respectively, with MRI showing a high false-positive rate. This result is also similar to previous studies [20] [21] [22] . GGOs are mainly due to either thickening of interlobular/intralobular interstitium of the acini or due to cells and fluid filling the lung acini. These findings are usually subtle, and low sensitivity may be secondary to the low signal strength generated from the proton-sparse lung parenchyma. The currently available MR technology does not have the resolution to detect such signal alterations. This may also be a cause for the high false-negative rate for GGO detection on MRI. The explanation for the high false-positive rate could be the blurring and ghost artefact on MRI, which resembles GGOs.
For the detection of the nodules, halo sign, cavitating nodule, and consolidation with breakdown T2 HASTE axial, and SPAIR and BLADE sequences showed similar sensitivity. But, scanning time for T2 HASTE axial and SPAIR was only 30 seconds each, while the scanning time for the BLADE sequence was 72 seconds. So, the BLADE sequence did not add any additional information to the study despite increasing the duration of the scan. Consolidation was seen on almost all sequences with almost similar detection rates. There was one false-positive consolidation patch on T2 HASTE axial and SPAIR sequences. This was due to the clustering of multiple nodules, which erroneously appeared as a patch of consolidation. And as discussed previously, for detection of GGOs, MRI showed poor sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV. Of the five sequences, the SPAIR sequence has the highest false-positive rate, but it was found to be the most sensitive sequence for the detection of GGOs. BLADE had the lowest false-positive rate. T2 HASTE coronal and 3D FLASH sequence showed the maximum artefacts and did not pick up most of the findings. Thus, these sequences are of limited diagnostic importance in lung MRI imaging.
There are few limitations in our study. First it is done on a relatively small sample size. Second, a non-contrast MRI study was done, so we could not analyse the role of contrast enhancement on nodule detection in this study. Third, we did not find any nodules with calcification in our study. Hence, this character of the nodule could not be evaluated in our study.
Conclusions
Lung MRI has sensitivity similar to chest CT for the detection of consolidation. Lung MRI has poor sensitivity for the detection of nodules, and this sensitivity is further decreased for nodules of size less than 5 mm. Lung MRI also has a high false-positive rate for the detection of GGOs. As small nodules and GGOs are the most common 
